








StarAluminium Radiators - Benefits Durability tested and proven to OEM specifications: long

lasting technology backed with proven strength. Aluminium Core technology lowers cooling system

weight - more payback with greater load capability. Steel skeleton frame ensures the high loads of
trucking are carried around the core - less stress on the core means less failures where it counts.

Modular design allows field service by replacement of components - replacing only the items that

have failed saving you money. High performance cores offer more efficient heat transfer - remaining

cool when the pressure is on.





Golden Star Radiators is committed to deliver high quality products and

services to our customers and continuously challenges to meet any personalized

customer req u irements.

Star Radiators aluminum core have been designed and built by the

automobile industry best standards to be durable and reliable. Made from the

highest grade materials, we guarantee the highest quality of radiators available

from Plastic/Aluminu m.

As plastic tanks are light-weight they reduce the weight burden on the engine

and improving fuel economy. This makes our plastic aluminium radiators more

cost effective to run than other makes and models,

As aluminium is much stronger than other materials it permits the integration of

wider tubes that allow better contact between the fins and tube, which allows an

increase in the radiators capacity to direct heat away from the engine.

Golden Star Brake linings should be chosen based on a variety of
application parameters. Fleets must consider other factors besides axle rating

to determine the proper lining. Load, road type, braking frequency, maintenance

practices, AL factor and driver habits all affect braking performance.

Golden Star brake lining are manufactured using the same positive

moulding process utilized by original equipment suppliers. Our main objective

is a brake liner that delivers low noise, low dust, quiet braking, less pad wearing

and reduced brake drum fade at high temperatures.
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